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beaten—a strange result, considering that it was
Mr. Gladstone who passed the Land Act cf 1881
which so greatly bettered the position of the
tenant farmers. The causes are curious and deserve to be put on record. In the five Protestant and semi-Protestant counties of Ulster
there are three parties nearly equal in numbers
to one another: the Liberals, who are almost
wholly Presbyterians;' the Tories, who are either
Episcopalians or Orange Presbyterians; and the
Roman Catholics. In every constitiiency, except,
perhaps, one or two divisions of Belfast, where
Toryism is very strong, any two of these parties
are.numerous enough to outvote the third. At
all previous general elections the struggle has
been between the Liberals and the Tories, and
the Roman Catholics have usually voted with
the Liberals. This adhesion, while it gave the
Liberals a temporary advantage, contributed to
damage their candidates in the eyes of Protestants
generally, because in Ulster religious animosities are still keen, and the ignorant Protestant looks on a Catholic as his natural enemy.
This feeling, joined to the power of the Tory landlords over both their Protestant and their CathoUc
tenants, had given the Tories the large majority
• of Ulster seats up to 1880, when the Liberals, by
, the help of the Catholics, carried a good many.
Then came the lowering of the electoral franchise, which in Ireland was a lowering in
boroughs as well as counties. It might have
been expected to work in favor of the Liberals,
because the Episcopalians are chiefly in the
richer'classes. But it has. worked against them.
For while Liberalism is strong among the tenant farmers in the counties and the middle
classes in the towns—persons who previously enjoyed the suffrage—the new voters, workingmen and agricultural laborers, are mostly either
Presbyterian Orangemen or Roman Catholics.
Now the Orangemen vote Tory, and the Roman
Catholics obey with singular docility the bidding of their leaders—that is to say, of Mr. Parnell. .
. .
When the present general election approached,
there was a prospect of a sort of triangular duel
between the three parties, and the idea at once
' occuiTed to both the Protestant parties that, as
their difEerences from each other were 'smaller
than the diiferences which divided them from
the Pamellite enemies of the Union, some sort
of combination ought to be made whereby they
should secure as many Ulster seats as possible
for Loyalist candidates. One or two Liberal leaders talked of anarrangement with the Parnellites against the Tories, but the general Unionist
and frotestant sentiment of the Liberal Presbyterians condemned such an alliance. Negotiations were accordingly instituted between the
• Tory and" Liberal party managers. l u two cases
, these negotiations led to a fair arrangement,
which was honestly kept. The Liberals of North
Tyrone promised to support the Tory candidate
for that division if the Tories of East Donegal
would support the Liberal in that division. Both
observed their bargain, but while the Tory carried against a North Tyrone Pai-nellite by 400,
the Liberal lost East Donegal to a ParneEite by
1,100. Elsewhere the Liberals were, as they say,
jockeyed, or, at any rate, outmanceuvred by the
Tories.. In some places they ran candidates against
a Tory, or against both a Tory and a Nationalist,
and-were beaten ; in others, feeUng their weakness, they left the Tory to fight the N atiouaUst and
looked on. ' This happened especially, in the two
remarkable cases of Londonderry City and West
Belfast. The Parnellites'allege that the Liberal
chiefs had promised that their voters should
stand neutral in these constituencies, leaving Nationalists and Tories to fight it out. The Liberals
deny the promise, and add that they could not
control their voters, who are by no means so do
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cUe as the Pamellites. What is certain is that pended. There is a prospect of a general cessain these two boroughs the ParneUites attribute tion of rent and a recrudescence of agrarian outtheir defeat, in both cases by very narrow ma- rages. English government is beginning to be
jorities, to the fact that some Liberals voted regarded, owing to-the variations.and vacUlaagainst them for the Tory candidate. This is tions of English parties, with something like conprobably true, and no one who knows the strong tempt; The news, now generally believed though
Protestant feeling of the Ulster Liberals will be not formaUy authenticated, that Mr. Gladstone
surprised that many should have voted for a is prepared with a measure of home rule, has
Tory rather than see the ParneUites make good therefore startled Dublin less than England,
their boast that they would capture seats in his- for Dublin has begun to think all things possible.'
toric Londonderry and ultra-Protestant Belfast. But it has startled Ulster most. For the respectBut the material point is that these contests de- able classes of'Ulster; knowing and cai-ing comtermined the action of the ParneUites in the paratively little about what passes in the rest of
county constituencies, where the^poUing came on Ireland, have been living in what they now fear
a later day. Already disposed to damage the Li- may turn out a fool's paradise of reUance on EngY.
berals in Ulster, as they were damaging them in lish sympathy.
England, resentment at their behavior in LondondeiTy and Belfast led the Nationalist chiefs to
SARDOU'S "GEORGETTE."
throw their voters everywhere on the Tory side.
In Antrim, in North Down, in Londonderry
PARIS, December 17,1885.County, the Catholics went for the Tories, and the
Y E A E after year I observe that French society
Liberals were hopelessly routed. Another curious abdicates in favor of the French stage. There
incident mustbe noted. In two divisions of Bel- are no salons left, but every night there are
fast there was a split in the Tory camp, and in- many theatres open. A new play by Dumas, by
dependent Orange candidates, representing the 'Sardou, by PaOleron, is a great event. There
democratic working-class wing of the party, op- are still a few places where you can find a few
posed the "regular" candidates brought for- discontented conservatives,^ a few dowagers, laward by the hitherto ruling clique.. The Tory menting the wickedness of the time ; but these
strength was so great in these divisions that a Na- modest meetings, to which only very few are adtionalist candidate had no chance. Accordingly, mitted, where a new face always seems dangerthe ParneUites directed their men to vote for the .ous, do not recall the ancient salons. When soOrange Democrats, as against both the regular ciety meets,'it is only in great balls or routs,
Tories and the Liberals, and the surprising spec- where you can shake hands, but exchange no
tacle was witnessed of thousands of Roman Ca,- words, and where you see your friends In the
tholics casting their ballots for an Orange Grand crowd of the anterooms or the staircases, while
Master (Mr. Cpbain) in one division of Belfast, you are impatiently waiting for your carriage.
- and in another for Mr. William Johnson, the
most rabid Orange Protestant that even Ulster
has produced, and who has won notoriety by nothing but his furious attacks on the Pope and the
• Catholic clergy. Such is the admirable disciplne
to which the Nationalist leaders have brought
their army, even in a district where they are not
supreme.
The impression produced by the elections on the
Loyalist upper class in Dublin, and' generally
through the south and centre.of Ireland, has been
enormous. They are doing their"^ best to minimize it to their own minds, and to the English,
by- declaring that the Nationalist League has
skilfully organized itself so as to destroy freedom
. of voting. The enormous majorities recorded
for ParnelUte candidates are, it is declaimed, due
simply to the coercion practised on the humbler
class of voters by the Leaguers and the .priests.
Many have voted out of fear, many more have
stayed away from the polls: the result is not to
be regarded as an expression of the wish of the
Irish people, but merely as a proof of the strength
of the ParueUite organization,' and so far as an
additional reason for resisting, or even for suppressing it. 'Some of our journals and their Dublin
correspondents, who do their best to misrepresent,
no doubt quite honestly, Irish facts to English
eyes, enjoy this kind of argument, and it is sometinles ti-otted out on EngUsh platforms. But it
does not reaUy blind the EngUsh. They perceive
. that a people, interrogated m the regular constitutional way, have returned, from four-fifths of
the island, an aU but unanimous answer, and
they feel that they cannot, without fai' stronger
evidence of intimidation than has yet been ad' duced, go behind that answer and deny its validity. They are therefore beginning to be much
exercised in mind. Prima facie, the Irish seem
to them entitled to have the self go'vernment they
ask for. But would this self-government not
land both Ireland and England in even greater
difficulties than those of the status quo? While
they ask this question, opinion in Dublin declares
that nothing can weU be worse than the status quo.
. AU minds are unsettled, businels almost sus-

Society has lost its homogeneity, as weU as its
importance. The political parties are too much
divided, and in each party there are coteries—
wliat the English caU "sets." The filys^e has
its set, the Moderate Republicans have theirs ;
there are some Republican famUies, you might
almost say dynasties, which keep their doors
hermeticaUy shut on'the Radicals. In the world
of finance, there are the paryje%us and the ar-,
rives; in the Faubourg.St. Germain the fusion is
not yet complete between the pure Legitimists
and the Orleanists. It has become the fashion to
^remain as long as possible in the country, to stay
during the hunting season in the ch&teaux (hunt:
ing has become as favorite a pleasure in France
as it always has been in England). When people.
return to Paris they have, so to speak, no .occupation ; and then comes the time for the first
representations. There. is no good. premUre
without the presence of certain people; I have
often asked myself what are the qualifications
for the privilege of going to these premieres.
The press, of course, has many places ; the great
critics, such as Francisque Sarcey, of the I'emps,
are the lions of the occasion. On theii' judgment
depends, in a great measure, the success of the
play. But besides the critics and the joumaUsts;
there are many men of the world, gentlemen belonging to the fashionable^ clubs ; there are the
lions of the bourse, of the bank, of politics ;-and
there are also many men and women, who make
a part of " Tout Paris " for no definite r e a s o n familiar names, which come naturally to the pen
cf the persons who describe these premieres, as
they woidd describe a'great race.
It is not unnatural that the dramatists should
be very much afraid of this public of the premieres. This public is thoroughly 6tos^ ,• it is essentially frivolous; it has a very keen sense of the
ridiculous; it is sometimes moved by a word, an
attitude, an intonation; and it remains perfectly
cold before scenes which ai'e, in the writer's mind, the most pathetic. This' public has a good
and a b a d influence. In myppiuion, it has a good
influence on the actors, as it wiU not bear anyr
thing false, pretentious,,vulgar; it.has a Dad inr
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fluenee on the dramatists, because it inclines him into a world of adventures, of shams, of are free to imagine how time will amend the
them constantly tolookfor new and extraordina- lies ? I am afraid it is because we want, nowa- situation. Is Paula married by this time or is
ry combinations of passions and of characters. days, strong colors and brutal contrasts. We. she not ? You can give the solution yourself.
One after the other our dramatists have brought are not content with leaving virtue here and vice Sardou does not distinctly give it, but he inclines
on the stage types which were formerly excluded. there^; we bring xthem together, as a chemist to the negative. The drama of life has really no
Alexander Dumas gave the signal with the brings together the acid and the base, and we do end, and the old rules of Aristotle were long ago
despised and forgotten.
" Dameaux Cam61ias" and -the " Demi-Mohde." not care if the compound is an explosive.
Some secondary questions are raised in the
Sardou has within a few days brought out a new
piece, which is called " Georgette," and it seems play of " Georgette." She meets ^the gentleman
as if he had tried'to walk in the footsteps of Du- who has known her in old times, and who exmas: he has brought before the public one of claiins a t once, "Ge'^rgette!" She asks him to
those social questions which inspire the eloquence keep her secret. This gentleman, M. Clavel de
REALCSM AND IDEALISM.
and the wit of the authoi^of " Les Id^es de Ma- Chabreuil, tells her, of comse, that he will; but
dame Aubray " and so many other pieces of the when he finds out that the Duchess of Carling- To THE EDITOR OF T H E NATION ;
J,on wishes her daughter to enter the family of
same kind.
SIR: The discussion on realism and'idealism in
Oedrgettc is, in my eyes, a type which ought to his sister-in-law, he becomes embarrassed. He the columns of the Nation has been a very intefinds
himself,
like
Olivier
de
Jalin,
of
the
"
Demlbe banished from the stage. I can accept all
resting one, and Mr. Stillman's valuable contrisorts of passion, but the element of venality is Monde," between his intimate friend Nanjac and bution to it (No. 1070), in transferring the ground
one which I cannot accept easily. Georgette has the Baronne d^Ange, and he behaves like Olivier from literature to the plastic arts, tempts ine
been a dancer, she has sung in a music-hall, she de Jalin—he sacrifices the adventuress ; he can-, into the field also.
has been notorious for the disorder of her life in not, he will not,"allow a marriage between Paula
There is so much mere word-juggling in discusLyons and in Marseilles; she went under .the and young Qontran.
sions of this kind that Mr. StiUman's clear definame of the handsome Georgette. Shehas had a
Sardou does not know how to treat such situanition of realism and idealism respectively as
chUd by M. de Uarditlac, one of her numerous tions in the incisive manner of Alexandre Dumas.
work done from nature and work done from an
lovers, an oflBcer garrisoned in Marseilles. Paula, There is a scene between the young lover and
inner conception, is of great service. I also acthe child, is the heroine of the- play. After her Clavel, who has revealed the truth, before the
cept his view that music is the most purely ideal
birth Georgette, the mother, is seized with a de- lover's mother, which is painfully cold and soof the arts, and' that no "relation to the real"
sire to accumulate wealth for the child, and to phistical. What do you think of a gentleman
can be found in it. But when his reasoning carmake a position for her. The courtesan is a who says to his mother, "You will not accept
ries him to the point of stating that " t h e more
good mother. This is not a great discovery.in the, Paula as a daughter-in-law, though one of our
purely ideal a work of ai-t is, the less it resembles
field of morals: the ' Imitation of Clu-ist' declai-es ancestors was the mistress of Henri IV., another
nature," one is somewhat staggered. If he means
it in these admirable terms: "Something divine was the mistress of Louis XV., and it is to
this to apply to the plastic arts, how does he ac• hngers in the most degraded being"; and it this Eing that we owe our title " ? " Ces chosescount for the fact that Pheidias, the greatest of
might say also: "There is something satanical 1^," as the French say, " ne se disent pas" ; and
idealists, attained a resemblance to the actual
left iu the best of us."
one would almost be inclined to say with Bridoiquality ot flesh never .equalled before or since inGeorgette, in order to make a* good position son, in the "Mariage de Figaro" : " I I y a des sculpture; or that the great Venetians impress
for her daughter, had first to make one tor her- choses qu'il ne'faut pas se dire h soi-mSme."
one with the actual presence- of a breathing, palself. She continued her life of adventure, while
Of course, Paula, the perfect Paula, is totally pitating body in a way chat the most realistic of
Paula was young, then she got married m Ame- ignorant of the ^ast history of her mother; this Dutchmen cannot do ? He says again:
rica, at Cibcinnati, to_ a millionaire who left her loving, tender, devoted mother is in her eyes the
his millions. AVith these milUons she has bought ideal of perfection. But she cannot be kept in a I " I n the better epoch of Italian ideal painting,
and sculpture alike we do not find any study of
an authentic and penniless old duke. Lord Car- fool's paradise tor ever, and here we come to the. the special individual head. . . . Giotto, for
lington. We see^her in the first act as Lady Car- master-scene of the drama—to the scene which instance, is as free from any tendencv to expresUngton, a true duchess, devoted exclusively to wiU save the rest and console the spectator for sion of transitory emotion as was a Greek sculpher daugher Paula. You see at once what is go- the tedium, the triviaUty, the mediocrity of tor of 450 B. c. Expression as a quality of art
came in with the use of ^portraiture, and when
ing to happen. Paula is perfect, Paula is an an- other.parts. Paula begins by having a few art had become naturalistic to a certain extent,
gel, and she will inspire love in a gentleman. doubts. There are things which she cannot ex- though not yet.realistic."
This gentleman will be ignorant of the past, he plain to herself—the incertitude of her lover's
The first question that occurs to one in reading
will not see in the Duchess of Oarlington the .family, the sudden coldness of its members. this is. What does Mr. Stillman consider the " betcircus-rider, he will allow" himself to be led to the She becomes uneasy, she cross-examines a ser- ter epoch of Italian ideal painting and sculpture"?
foot of the altar, till somebody comes who knows, vant, and suddenly the light flashes on her eyes— That of Giotto? But if the lack of expression
and who informs his family of the true situation. a veil is torn. The actress who plays the part is and of individuality of head is to be the criterion'
And then we shall have to solve the problem, very remarkable; she is Mademoiselle Brandfes, a of ideality, it would seem that one 'should go
Can a gentleman marry the nice daughter of a rising star. How intense is her despair, how back to Cimabue, or further. Is it not true that
courtesan ?
•
noble at the same time ! Her, adoration-is in an the progress made by Giotto consisted in a return
Before going any further, I wiU say that I do instant converted into hoiTor: At this moment, to nature and a closer study of the men, about
not consider such a subject a moral or healthy Clavel comes—Clavel, who has betrayed her him, thus breaking away from the purely "ideal"
subject. Let us suppose many things. Let us mother. She opens her heart to him, expresses types of the Byzantine artists ? Is it not true
suppose that a Georgette can so completely trans- her indignation, and then Clavel tells her that if that the succeeding artists were constantly apform herself that no eye can discover in her the she has herself such a high senriment of duty, of proaching nearer and nearer to realistic truth
slightest trace of her past degradation; that she honor, of all that is good, and honest, and virtu- until the culmmation of Italian art in the sixcan play the part of an honest woman to perfec- ous, she owes it to whom ? To'this mother, who- teenth century; that the'work of the " goldsmith
tion: . Let us suppose, also, that the world has probably knew that the day would come when school," sculptors and painters, which made pos-:
become so wide, so enlarged, that her secret can ,all the sentiments which she nursed in her child sible the great ideal work of the Cinquecento, was
be kept for- years,-and that she can enter the would turn against herself. The'mother had preeminently portraiture ? I t would seem that
world with all the advantages of a perfect edu- prepared her own sacrifice ; she had given all to there must be a flaw in Mr. Stillman's reasoning,
cation and. an irreproachable past. Let us sup- her daughter, even the love ivhich her daughter and it seems to me that the. key to his difficulty .
pose that there is no truth a t all in the law of felt for her. She knew that the day would come is in the term "natm-alistic," which he does not
heredity, and there remains nothing in the ,when she \vould remain alone, and feel the define. What do we mean by a naturalistic
daughter of the sin of the motlier. Ic remains weight of her own child's contempt. At this school of art as opposed to an idealistic school or
to be seen whether such a marriage as the mai'- moment'the mother eiiters ; and Paula, moved a realistic school ? This is the question for which
riage of the daughter of Georgette the courtesan, by the words of Clavel, throws herself in her I should like to find an answer, and. If one could'
enriched by vice, with a gentleman, is one of arms, and says siinply, with many sobs, " M y find it, I think the problem would be pretty nearly solved. My contribution to the desired-soluthose unions on which it is pleasant to look, and mother, my mother."
•which seem to be made in heaven before they are
This is the great scene, the scene for which prob- tion is this.
made on earth. Such a marriage, if it did take ably all the rest was written; and how does it all
The art of painting has two distinct sides: a
place, would always appear something excep- end ? Sardou has not dared to accomplish the mar- purely ideal side, corresponding to music; and a
tional, fraught with danger, a perilous experi- riage. There is no end; the two mothers cannot- purely reahstic or imitative side. A work of
ment. Why should we, then, examine such a- agree, nor caii they agree with their children; absolute idealism would have to be confined to
case too closely? Why. should the dramatist and while all is left in the air, and impossible the mere musical arrangement of colors and lines,'
play with our best feelings and with our com- conditions are made all round, a servant enters : •without any resemblance t o natural objects.mon sense ? Why should he force us to go with " Dinner is served," and the curtain falls. You Such an arrangement might- be very beautiful,
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